“All politics is local” is a prevailing
phrase – not only in U.S. politics.
Apart from the strategic meaning it
implies also a liberal perception of politics – starting off from
the individual, who should be instrumental in all decisions
that affect their life. Looking for solutions at the local level,
involving responsible individuals and making use of
decentralized local competences and knowledge are
important principles to get local government politics close to
citizens, encourage their participation, communicate with
them more effectively and make government more efficient.
However, in reality local politicians around the world are
facing huge challenges to implement such principles due to
administrative, legal, financial and practical problems.
Additionally, in a world where communication methods have
become so diverse and the online and internet space is a
growing platform for citizens to actively communicate with
each other and their local authorities – engagement with
citizens has become even more essential. It is important to
note that digital communication methods such as the
cellphone have made communication much easier across
the world.
In this seminar, which comprises of an online phase and a
two-week seminar we are going to focus on the abovementioned questions and we will look for answers involving
the views and experiences of participants as well as
external contributors. Besides such input we will use
participant oriented methods to cover the subjects of the
seminar. This will include working groups, simulation
exercises and practical individual training.
The seminar will cover ideas on a necessary framework for
a functioning local government sector. Nevertheless we will
also discuss practical concepts on how to work successfully
at a local level in given situations with numerous limitations
beyond the decision making power of councilors and
mayors.
Content-wise the seminar will focus on six modules:
 Local government politics and liberalism: Why is local
government politics important for liberals and what
should a liberal policy approach for local politics
include?
 Reform ideas for local government including the concept
of ‘New Public Management’ Participation as an
element of good governance at a local level: Different
instruments of formal and non-formal participation.
Participation as a success strategy for political parties
and organizations.

 Communication techniques and how citizens and liberal local
activists can use online media tools such as social media
platforms and online forums to enhance participation and mobilise
support for their ideals. We will also engage in practical training
that looks at how we can strengthen our communication skills and
use them to improve performance
 Local politics, political parties and civil society: How can we use a
modern liberal approach for local government politics to be
politically more successful? What are the roles of political parties
and civil society?
 Developing effective plans and programmes to implement liberal
ideas at local government level that include citizens and their
interests

1) Active liberal local government politicians
like councilors, mayors or representatives of
local party branches.
2) Representatives of liberal NGOs and citizen groups who focus
in particular on the local level.
3) Politicians or individuals involved with issues of local
government.
4) Functionaries of liberal political parties who are involved in
training of local politicians or consolidating party structures on
local level
1) Local government politics and
liberalism

Why are local self-administration,
subsidiarity, decentralization and participation liberal concepts?
Why is local government such an important sphere of
government?

How can we implement these concepts? Which
frameworks are necessary? (legal, financial etc.)

Analysis in our own countries: the legal environment and
the autonomy of local government to make its own decisions.

How do we develop, protect and grow local government
autonomy?

Is local government politics ‘non-ideological’? Is there a
specific liberal approach?

Where are achievements / best practice examples and
deficits / needs in our countries?
2) Reform ideas for local government

On the way to New Public Management – and back?
How to create a citizen oriented, efficient, democratic and
responsible (non-corrupt) local administration? What are our
priorities as liberal politicians and how can we implement them
according to NPM principles?

3) Participation as an element of good governance on local
level

Formal and informal means of citizens’ participation;
participation in the digital age (new media tools, cell phones
etc.)

Information rights, initiative rights and decision rights

How can we enhance citizens’ involvement in local
politics?

Where are achievements / best practice examples and
deficits / needs in our countries? What should be the role of
civil society and their institutions such as NGOs and citizens
groups?

5) Local politics, political parties and civil society

How can we use participation and citizen orientation as
instruments to increase political success? What does this
mean for structures and strategies of political parties? Local
government level as a particular chance for opposition parties
to switch voting patterns.

(with practical simulation / strategy exercise)

How can we make a difference for our residents?
Creating centers of excellence’ despite difficult framework
conditions and building momentum in voters’ minds about
what we can do for their daily well-being.

Where are achievements / best practice examples and
deficits / needs in our countries.

4) The importance of effective communication – listening,
engaging and communicating

How can we strengthen our communication skills and
use them to improve performance (practical training focusing
on a variety of communication platforms including online
media

How do we use local media, both traditional and new
media to communicate with our residents – what are the most
effective ways of communicating with our residents as a local
government but also as individual liberal politicians?

The importance of listening and understanding in
effective communication
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